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56 BENTMEADOWS FALINGE ROCHDALE OL12 6HZ
DELIGHTFUL 2 BEDROOMED CHARACTER COTTAGE situated in a quiet backwater close to ROCHDALE TOWN CENTRE, ROCHDALE INFIRMARY and other local
amenities. The property which was built in approx. 1850'S still retains many ORIGINAL FEATURES however also accommodates a modern feel.
The ACCOMODATION COMPRISES an ENTRANCE VESTIBULE which leads to the LOUNGE with fitted gas fire and feature surround. The staircase leading to the
first floor is open plan. The DINING AREA with under stairs storage cupboard, leads to the KITCHEN with a comprehensive range of fitted wall and base units,
plumbing for automatic washer, wall mounted combination central heating boiler, part tiled walls.
To the FIRST FLOOR the LANDING gives access to TWO BEDROOMS, the master with fitted robes and a BATHROOM/W.C COMBINED with a 3 piece suite,
shower over bath. OUTSIDE the property is pavement fronted with a paved private yard to the rear.
We understand that the property is LEASEHOLD and subject to a ground rent of approx. £3.00 per annum (to be confirmed by solicitors) ALL MAINS SERVICES
ARE CONNECTED and the property is heated via GAS CENTRAL HEATING. COUNCIL TAX BAND 'B'. EPC RATING 'C'
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